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Speaking in London this morning, Mr. R.A. Butler, President

of the Board of Education, revealed that at least 2 million people had

attended cookery demonstrations arranged under the Food Education

Campaign.

"Many more people", he said, "have attended public meetings and

exhibitions. There have been 350 refresher courses for teachers, health

visitors and social workers. Meetings arranged by the Gas Companies have

registered 330,000 attendances and the Electricity Companies’ meetings
half a million attendances.

"Demonstrations, normally for groups of 15, 20 or 30 at a time, had

been given in a market place stall, a mobile van, a main street shop, the

local clinic, the forecourt of a block of flats, or the kitchen of an

ordinary house on a surburban estate.

"I marvel at this adaptability," said Mr. Butler, "and congratulate
the ingenious strategists who have evolved the technique and have enabled

the campaigners to deliver the goods regardless of the uncertainties of

their equipment and their tools."

Mr. Butler was speaking at the opening of a refresher course for

Inspectors and Training College staff concerned with food education and

said that in working to enable the British public to make the most and the

best of war-time food supplies they were playing apt essential part in the

war effort.

"On the food fronts and in all directions, the call must be to

redoubled effort and unswerving determination. We are resolved to banish

the curse of Hitlerism from the face of the earth and we must purchase the

price of deliverance by relentless effort.

"In your task," he concluded, "you have the good fortune to have

the chance of making not only a constructive contribution towards main-

taining civilian morale and fortifying human strength so that it may be

capable of the endeavour which totalitarian warfare demands from all; more

than this, yours is a long-term cmmpaign and you can look onward to the

victory of peace as well as forward to the victory in this war.

"You are, in a sense, cashing in on the hardships and needs of war-

time to fashion in the hearths and homes of this country the healthier

nation which is needed to inherit the peace and to build a better world."
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